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Chapter 1
Introduction
This report details the development of a practical dichroic surface design
that is reflective in the Ka-band from 22.5 - 27.3 GHz and the Ku-band
from 13.7 - 15.1 GHz, yet transparant in the S-band from 2.0 - 2.3 GHz
for all planes of incidence, and for angles of incidence out to 7/ = 45 °.
The principal components of the design are "gangbuster" arrays. These
"gangbuster" arrays are comprised of straight skewed dipole elements as
shown in Figure 1.1a. We refer to the array of Figure 1.1a as "gangbuster
half-surface" since the dipoles can handle only one polarization, namely an
incident field with its E-vector in the plane of the conducting elements.
To handle any arbitrary polarization a second "gangbuster half-surface"
is rotated 90 °, and mounted an array separation distance "8" behind the
first as shown in Figure 1.lb. The combination of these two orthogonal
"half-surfaces" is referred to as a "whole-surface".
We begin this report by formulating a dichroic surface design (Chapter
2) that is comprised of two parallel "half-surfaces" separated by a dielectric
of thickness "d" that is comparable to a fraction of a wavelength at S-band.
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Figure 1.1: The "gangbuster array" is comprised of straight skewed dipole
elements.
a: The "gangbuster half-surface" can only handle polarizations with the
E-vector in the plane of the conducting elements.
b: The "gangbuster whole-surface", which is comprised of two orthogonal
"gangbuster half-surfaces" separated by as array separation "s", can handle
arbitrary polarizations.
A dielectric matching plate is then added to improve the S-band transmis-
sion region. We consider only "half-surfaces" when formulating this design
inorder to facilitate a deeper understanding of our design approach.
Next, in Chapter 3, we consider how loss (both dielectric and conduc-
tion) effects the idealized dichroic surface design of Chapter 2. Here we
demonstrate the importance of using low loss dielectrics, particularly for
the array substrates. We also show that copper loss is insignificant in this
design.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we replace the "gangbuster half-surfaces" of our
dichroic surface design with "gangbuster whole-surfaces" thus allowing any
arbitrary plane of incidence. This chapter investigates the cross polarization
component of this new design. We will find that the cross polarization is
quite dependent on the array separation "s" between the orthogonal arrays
of our "whole-surface".
1.1 Definition of the Incidence Angles
Figure 1.2 shows the spherical coordinate system used to determine the
plane and angle of the incident electric field. From this figure we note that
the _-axis is the polar axis and the angle T/is the polar angle. The angle rI
is defined as the angle of incidence and is measured counterclockwise from
the -_-axis. (Obviously, r/= 0 ° corresponds to normal angle of incidence.)
The plane of incidence is defined by the plane containing the _-axis that is
at an angle a with the S-axis.
In all the calculations of this report we have aligned i-axis in the direc-
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Figure 1.2: The spherical coordinate system used in this report. The direc-
tion of the dipole elements of the front "gangbuster half-surface" is always
along the _-axis.
tion of the dipole elements of the front "gangbuster half-surface". Therefore
the plane of incidence a = 0 ° defines the H-plane of the front "half-surface",
while c_ = 90 ° defines the E-plane of the front "half-surface".
Chapter 2
Design of a Dichroic Surface
In this chapter we formulate a dichroic surface design that is reflective in
bands from 13.7 - 15.1 GHz and 22.5 - 27.3 GHz, but transparant from
2.0 - 2.3 GHz for angles of incidence out to r/ = 45 °. Since our concern
here is the parallel polarized component, the design will use only "gang-
buster half-surfaces" with the understanding that later (Chapter 4) these
"half-surfaces" will be replaced by "gangbuster whole-surfaces". This sim-
plification facilitates a deeper understanding of the design approach by
eliminating the subtle effects of cross polarization.
2.1 Single Layer Surfaces
We show in Figure 2.1 the parallel reflection coefficient curves of three types
of "gangbuster half-surfaces" at normal angle of incidence. These three
"half-surfaces" are comprised of straight skewed elements as shown in the
insert of Figure 2.1. It is obvious from this figure that the more densely
packed the elements, the more broad banded the reflection properties of
the surface. Figure 2.2 shows the parallel reflection coefficient curves for
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the same three "half-surface" types at an oblique angle of incidence in the
E-plane (specifically r/= 45°). We note a null at _ 34 GHz in this figure
that was not present in the normal incidence case (further, there is no null
present when the field is incident obliquely in the H-plane). The reason
for this null is that an oblique incident field in the E-plane can excite both
an even (fundemental) and an odd current mode on the element as shown
in Figure 2.3. The odd mode resonance typically occurs around twice the
fundemental resonance. It can be shown that between these two resonances
there will always be an infinitly deep null (for no grating lobes, and in the
principal planes) which is aptly referred to as a "modal interaction null".
(This null is a simple example of Foster's Reactance Theorem.)
At the present, we are not aware of a good, practical way of preventing
the odd current mode. We therefore avoid the problem by chosing a sur-
face whose "modal interaction null" occurs above the Ka-reflection band,
yet is still reflective in the Ku-band. To this end we selected a type-3
"gangbuster" surface embedded in a dielelectrlc substrate. The reflection
characteristics of this surface are shown in Figure 2.4 for normal angle of
incidence, as well as 17 = 45 ° in both the E and H-planes. All pertinent
dimensions are given in the figure insert.
2.2 Double Array Surfaces
2.2.1 Interaction of Two Single Array Surfaces
We saw above that it is possible to find a single "half-surface" that is reflec-
tive in both the Ka and Ku-band. Unfortunately, the reflection coefficient
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Figure 2.1: The parallel reflection coefficient curves for type-2, type-3, and
type-4 "gangbuster half-surfaces" at normal angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.2: The parallel reflection coefficient curves for type-2, type-3,
and type-4 "gangbuster half-surfaces" at T/ - 45 ° angle of incidence in
the E-plane.
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Figure 2.3: An array of dipoles can be excited in the even mode for any angle
of incidence, while an odd mode cast only be excited by oblique incidence
in the E-plane. Between these two resonances in the E-plane there will be
a "modal interaction null".
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Figure 2.4: The parallel reflection coemcient curves for the type-3 "gang-
buster half-surface" chosen as a basis for our dichroic surface design.
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Figure 2.5: A general double array surface consisting of two non-perfect
reflective surfaces (Pl = pl(f) and p_ = P2(f)) and spaced a distance "d"
apart.
for this very broadband surface does not roll off fast enough have a good
transmission region in S-band (2.0-2.3 GHz). To obtain a reflection curve
that is more flat on top and has a low frequency transmission region, we
now place two parallel surfaces a distance "d" behind each other to form
a double array surface. This distance "d" is comparable to a quarter of a
wavelength at S-band frequencies.
Figure 2.5 shows a general double array surface in which two lossless
surfaces are spaced a distance "d" apart. Each of these surfaces is character-
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ized by a reflection coefficient, p,, = p,,(f), and a transmission coefficient,
t,, = t,,(f). The reflection and transmission coefficients for each lossless
surface are related by the consevation of energy equations.
Iz.I=JrIp.[== 1.0 (2.1)
and
= 1.0+ p. (2.2)
When the front surface is illuminated by a normal incident electric field we
may find the reflected field by summing all of the left traveling waves at
the front surface (we assume that the distance "d" is large enough that the
mutual coupling between the two surfaces is neglible (i.e. d > --_A/4)).
E'_! = E '"_pl + E _'_ t_p2e -j_ + E i_t_p2e-j2_d(pzp_e-j2_d)
q- E i've t_p2e-J2_d(plp2e-J2_d)2 q- ...
Do
= E ''_ Pl + E ''_ t_p,-e -j'_d __,(plp,e-_"d)"
n-_-O
Ei r'c t_p2e-J_d
= E _'_ Pl +
1 - plp2e-J2_d
-- Ei_ [ pz - p2e-j'_d(p_ - t_)]l- plp, e-J'_d (2.3)
Using Equation (2.2) in Equation (2.3) we may define the reflection coeffi-
cient at the front of the double array surface.
r - Einc - -1 - plp2e -j20d = 1 - plp2e -i20"-d" J
Similarly, summing the right traveling waves to the right of second array
yields the transmission coefficient at the rear of the double array surface.
E""" [ tlt2e -jBd ] [(l + pl)(l + p2)e -j_d" (2.5)7" -- Einc - 1 ---plp2e----'--_lJdJ : 1 -- plP2e-i21Jd
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We note in Equation (2.4) and (2.5) that there is a null in the reflection
coefficient (corresponding to a perfect transmission region) every time the
numerator of Equation (2.4) goes to 0. We refer to these nulls as "surface
interference nulls". Physically, these nulls axe created by the complete
cancellation of all the left traveling wave in Figure 2.5 (In other words, the
reflected signal is completely "phased out" and there is total transmission
of the incident field.) We note further in Equation (2.4) that when the
reflection coefficients pl and p2 are constant, the "surface interaction nulls"
occur periodically in the reflection coefficient. Now, when the reflection
coefficients of two surfaces are identical (i.e. pl = p2 = P) Equation (2.4)
E "_1 [1 +(2p+ 1)e -j2$d]
r- [ j
becomes:
(2.6)
From this equation we observe that for two identical, highly reflective arrays
(i.e. p ,-_ -1.0) there will be perfect nulls in the reflection band every
f _ (_)v where n = 1,2, 3..., and v is the velocity of light in the material
between the two surfaces. It is important to notice from Equation (2.6) that
the bandwidth of the "surface interaction nulls" depends on the reflection
coefficients of the surfaces (pl = p2 = p). Specifically, as p approaches -1.0
the width of these nulls becomes infinitesmally narrow.
To further understand the implications of the above equations it is quite
instructive to consider the equivalent circuit of two dipole arrays separated
by a distance d as shown in Figure 2.6. We note that each dipole array is
represented by a series LC-circuit placed in parallel in an equivalent trans-
mission line. When the LC-circuit resonates it looks as a short circuit on
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the transmission line. At this precise frequency the spacing d between the
two arrays is immaterial since _ _hort is a short! At frequencies below res-
onance the impedance of both arrays is going to be capacitive. However,
if we take the impedance of array 2 and calculate this impedance as it
appears at the position of array 1 due to the separation d, it will be induc-
tive for some d < )_/4. When this inductance is combined in parallel with
the capacitive impedance of array 1 a cancellation will take place and at
some frequency a perfect null in the reflection band will occur (i.e. "sur-
face interference null"). Similarly, if we increase the frequency, the array
impedances will be inductive. If at this higher frequency the separation is
3_/4 < d < _, array 2 will appear capacitive at array 1 and again a null in
the reflection band will occur. There will obviously be more nulls at higher
frequencies and for other values of d.
All of the above phenomenon are clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.7
which shows two identical type-3 "gangbuster half-surfaces" spaced a dis-
tance d = 1.0 cm and d = 3.0 cm apart in e_ = 2.2. The reflection coemcient
for the type-3 "gangbuster surfaces" used is given in Figure 2.4. We note
from Figure 2.7 how the "surface interference nulls" are dependent on the
spacing "d", and how they become increasingly narrow as the reflection
coefficient of the single "half-surface" approaches -1.0 (i.e. the array ap-
proachs resonance).
To this point, we have considered only the interaction of two arrays with
a separation "d" at normal angle of incidence. When the angle of incidence
becomes oblique we are reminded that the actual electrical length of this
14
array 1 array 2
o Zo Zo
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Figure 2.6: The equivalent circuit for two dipole arrays separated by a
dielectric slab of thickness d.
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Figure 2.7: Two identical type-3 "gangbuster ha,lf-surfaces" separated by a
distance "d"=l.0 cm and 3.0 cm in (, = 2.2.
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separation is fldcos r/, where fl is the propagation constant in the particular
dielectric medium, and r/is the direction of the incident field in the medium.
Thus, the "surface interference nulls" observed before will move toward a
higher frequency as the angle is increased. We would, however, expect this
variance to be reduced with a higher dielectric constant since the angle
7/would be reduced in accordance with Snell's Law. The disadvantage of
using large dielectric constants is that high dielectrics cause the level below
the lowest null to become greater.
For our design we chose separation distance d = 1.95 cm in _, = 2.2.
The reflection coefficient for this separation is shown in Figure 2.8 for 0-35
GI-Iz, at normal angle of incidence and at r/= 45 ° in the E and H-planes.
A close-up of this reflection coeffiicient from 12.0-17.0 GHz is shown in
Figure 2.9 and close-up of the transmission coefficient from 1.0-3.0 GHIz is
shown in Figure 2.10. We notice that while the spacing d = 1.95 cm causes
the the transmission region to be slightly high (_ 2.2 - 2.5 GHz), it does
avoid sizable "surface interference nulls" in the Ku-reflection band for all
angles of incidence out to 7/= 45 ° in both the E and H-planes.
2.2.2 Double Array Dichroic Surface with a Matching
Plate
In the previous section we used the interaction of two single array surfaces to
form a double array surface. We saw that inorder to keep the Ku-reflection
band free from "surface interference nulls" for all angles of incidence out to
r/= 45 ° we needed an separation distance of d = 1.95 cm in c = 2.2. This
distance did not, unfortunately, produce the required S-band transmission
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2O
region. To enhance the transmission region of this double array surface
we added a dielectric slab combination which was designed using simple
matching principles. We refer to these added dielectric slabs as a "dielectric
matching plate".
Figure 2.11 shows the reflection coefficient for this double array dichroic
surface with a matching plate inthe frequency range 0-35 GHz, with angles
of incidence r/ = 0 °, and r/ = 45 ° in the E- and H-planes. The pertinent
dimensions of the surface and the matching plate are shown in the figure
insert. Next, Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the transmission and reflection
coefficient, respectively, in the range 1.0-3.0 GHz. Finally, Figures 2.14
and 2.15 show expanded views of the reflection coefficient in the ranges
12.0-17.0 GHz and 20.0-30.0 GHz.
Comparing the transmission coefficient curve of Figure 2.12 and that of
Figure 2.10 we note that the matching plate creates the required transmis-
sion region in S-band from 2.0-2.3 GHz. Comparing the reflection curves
in Figures 2.11, 2.14, 2.15, with those of Figures 2.8 and 2.9 demonstrates
that the reflection coefficient in the Ku and Ka-reflection bands are virtu-
ally uneffected by the matching plate. This result is not totally unexpected
since we know from transmission line theory that "a short is a short".
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Chapter 3
Losses in Dichroic Surfaces
In the previous chapter we concentrated on the design of a dichroic surface
whose parallel polarized component is transparent at S-band (2.0-2.3 GHz)
and reflective in Ku-band and Ka-band (13.7-15.1 GHz and 22.5-27.3 GHz
respectively). To fulfill this requirement we formulated a design consisting
of two lossless type-3 "gangbuster half surfaces" embedded in lossless di-
electrics and enhanced by a lossless dielectric matching plate. This chapter
examines the effect of loss, both dielectric and copper, on this somewhat
idealized design.
3.1 Dielectric Loss in the Dichroic Surface
Design
3.1.1 Loss as a Function of Dielectric Loss Tangent
We begin our study of dielectric loss in dichroic surfaces by comparing
the various reflection and transmission coefficients, at normal angle of inci-
dence, for the dielectric loss tangents = 0.0, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1. We show
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in Figure 3.1 the parallel reflection coefficient in the frequency range 0-35
GHz. Next, we show in Figure 3.2 the parallel transmission coefficient in
the frequency range 0-8 GHz (this region includes our S-band transmission
region, i.e. 2.0-2.3 GHz). Finally, we show in Figure 3.3 the parallel reflec-
tion coefficient in the frequency range 12-17 GHz (this region includes our
Ku-band reflection region, i.e. 13.7-15.1 GHz).
We note from Figures 3.1 and 3.2 that while the reflection coefficient in
the S-band is not significantly changed by an increase in the loss tangent,
the transmission coefficient is drastically altered. This is because the front
array dominates the reflection so that most of the reflected field need only
pass through the thin lossy dielectric substrate. Conversely, the transmitted
field must traverse all of the lossy materials.
Examination of the reflection band null (at 15.5 GHz) in Figure 3.3
shows an interesting feature of the dichroic surface, namely, around 15.5
GHz we find a region where the loss tan = 0.1 case is more reflective than
the lossless case. This is simply because that null is a "surface interference
null" which is caused by the complete cancellation of the infinite number
of left traveling waves that comprise the reflected field (this was describes
thoughly in the last chapter). When we introduce a lossy material between
the plates, a fuU cancellation of these fields cannot take place, and the deep
null in the reflection band is removed.
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3.1.2 Effect of the Location of Lossy Dielectric Ma-
terials
In order to obtain a deeper understanding of dielectric loss in our dichroic
surface design, we consider how the location of lossy materials effects the
reflection and transmission coefficients of the surface. Specifically, we wish
to determine whether a lossy dielectric material in the proximity of the array
elements has a greater influence on the surface characteristics than a lossy
dielectric located further away. To this end, we show in Figures 3.4 and 3.5
the reflection and transmission coefficients in the Ku-band, at normal angle
of incidence for: the lossless case, the loss in the substrate ordy case, the
loss in all but substrate case, and the loss in all dielectrics case. Extremely
lossy dielectrics (loss tan=0.1) were used in the calculations to clearly show
the differences in the curves.
From Figure 3.4 we note that although the dielectric substrate is only
1/50th the electrical length of the other dielectrics it accounts for almost
half of the reflection loss. This high percentage of loss in the substrate is due
to primarily two reasons. The first is that, as mentioned in the last section,
the front array of this dichroic surface reflects most of the incident field
thus allowing only a small percentage of the field to propagate through
the rest of the lossy materials. The second is that the field away from
the array elements is comprised of only a single propagating wave (for no
grating lobes) while the field near the scatterers is highly concentrated and
consists of both the propagating wave and an infinte number of evanescent
waves. The highly concentrated fields around the elements will therefore
have a greater amount of loss.
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From the transmission curve of Figure 3.5 we note that loss in the
parallel transmitted component will be dominated by the attenuation in
the dielectric spacer and matching plate because of their large electrical
length in this frequency range. We note however, that the loss at lower
frequencies with be proportionally smaller due to their smaller electrical
length.
3.1.3 Effect
cident
Side
of Dielectric Loss when the Field is In-
on the Array Side vs. Matching Plate
In Chapter 2 we considered only lossless elements embedded in lossless di-
electrics. Under these conditions (and with the added condition that the
cross polarization is zero, which is the case when considering the principal
planes and normal angle of incidence) the parallel reflection and transmis-
sion properties of the dichroic surface design are independent of which side
the field is incident on. That is, a field incident on the matching plate side
(dark side), or the array side (sunn_ side) produce exactly the same parallel
reflection and transmission curves. This assumption cannot be made when
we are dealing with lossy dielectrics.
Consider our dichroic surface design with a very large dielectric loss tan-
gent=0.1. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the parallel reflection and transmission
coefficient for this lossy design with the field incident on both the array side
and the matching plate side (normal angle of incidence). In Figure 3.6 we
observe a huge difference in the reflection coefficients of the two cases. This
is simply because in the sunny side case most of the reflected field does not
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make the round trip path through all of the lossy matching plate dielectrics.
The transmission coefficients of Figure 3.7 are equal in both cases since the
transmitted field must always traverse the entire lossy surface.
3.2 Conduction Loss in the Dichroic Surface
Design
We finally consider the effect of non-perfect conducting elements on our
dichroic surface design. To determine this effect we assume that the skewed
dipole elements are made of copper that has a conductivity of _r = 58 MOrn -1 .
Using this and the fact that at high frequencies the current is confined to
a very thin layer at the surface of the copper, 6 (called the 1/e depth of
penetration), we can define a skin resistance Ro as:
n. = 1/,,-,_ aid (3.1)
where
= 1/fv/)_.,,- ,-. (3.2)
As an upper limit of the copper losses we find the skin resistance at
30 GHz from Equation (3.1) to be R0 = .045 fl/o. The parallel reflection
coefficient for this case and the lossless case are shown in Figure 3.8. It is
obvious from this figure that the copper loss in our design is negligible.
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Chapter 4
Cross Polarization in
_Gangbuster Whole-Surface"
Designs
So far in this report we have considered a dichroic surface design consist-
ing of two parallel "gangbuster half-surfaces" separated by a thickness of
dielectric "aP', and enhanced with a dielectric matching plate. It was noted
in Chapter 1 that these "half-surfaces" can handle only the polarization
with the E-vector in the plane of the conducting dements. In this chap-
ter these "half-surfaces" are replaced by "gangbuster whole-surfaces". The
second orthogonal array of the "whole-surface" allows the design to handle
any arbitrary plane of incidence. However it introduces a mean of pro-
ducing a cross polarized field component. This chapter considers the cross
polarization in "gangbuster whole surfaces".
4O
4.1 Cross Polarizarion Characteristics of Sin-
gle "Gangbuster Whole-Surfaces"
We begin our study of cross polarization by considering a single "gang-
buster whole-surface". Recall from Figure 1.1b that the "gangbuster whole-
surface" is comprised of two arrays of straight skewed dipoles ("half-surfaces"),
rotated 90 ° with respect to each other, and spaced an array separation dis-
tance "8" apart. Examination of the geometry of these surfaces indicates
that not only should cross polarization be dependent on angle and plane of
incidence, but also on the separation distance "s" and the array registration
(i.e. the relative position of the orthogonai elements to each other). These
factors are discussed below.
4.1.1 Cross Polarization in "Whole-Surfaces" as a Func-
tion of Angle and Plane of Incidence
In this section we will investigate the reflected and transmitted signal for
the type-3 "gangbuster whole-surface" as a function of angle and plane
of incidence. All calculations here are performed with 5 mil separation
between the two orthogonal "half-surfaces". We consider first the case
where the plane of incidence is parallel with the elements of one of the
arrays. This case occurs at a = 0 ° and is catled the "aligned" case. The
parallel reflection and transmission curves for the aligned plane of incidence
with the two extreme angles of incidence, namely rl = 0 ° (normal) and _7=
45 ° , are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, respectively. We show further,
the cross polarized reflection (R±II and RItJ. ) and tranmission (T±I I and TII±)
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coefficient curves in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for the same angles of incidence.
We note from these figures a strong increase in the cross polarization levels
with increased angle of incidence, and increased frequency. We note too
that the cross polarized reflection and transmission coefficients have equal
magnitudes (i.e. RII. = TJ]±).
We now consider the plane of incidence that is rotated a = 22.5 ° away
from the elements of one "half-surface". Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the par-
allel reflection and transmission coefficients in this plane for angles of inci-
dence rI = 0 ° and 1/= 45 °. The cross polarized reflection and transmission
coefficient are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. We note that again the cross
polarization level increases with angle of incidence and frequency. How-
ever, we now note that the reflection and transmission cross polarization
coefficients are not equal (i.e. RII± #- TJJ±). This feature wiU be discussed
later.
We finally consider the plane of incidence that bisects the two orthog-
onal "half-surfaces" (a = 45°). The parallel reflection and transmission
coefficients for this "bisecting" case, at rI = 0 ° and 7/= 45 ° angles of inci-
dence, are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The cross polarized reflection and
transmission coefficients are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The a = 45 °
case does not differ much from the a = 22.5 ° case. We note again that,in
general, RIt± # TII.L for a # 0 ° or c_ # 90 °. This is seen by inspection of
Figure 4.13 as explained below.
Consider two orthogonal arrays of straight dipoles. Let the reference
elements for the two arrays be oriented in the x-direction and z-direction
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of incidence r/= 0 ° and ,7 = 45 °.
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Figure 4.3: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized reflection coef-
ficient for the plane of incidence a = 0° (aligned with elements), and angles
of incidence r/= 0° and ,7 = 45 °.
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Figure 4.4: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized transmission
coefficient for the plane of incidence ct = 0 ° (aligned with elements), and
angles of incidence _7 = 0 ° and r/= 45 °.
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Figure 4.5: The "gangbuster whole-surface"parallelreflection coefficient
for the plane of incidence a = 22.5 °, and angles of incidence 7/ = 0° and
7/= 45 °.
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Figure 4.6: The "gangbuster whole-surface" parallel transmission coeffi-
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Figure 4.7: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized reflection coef-
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Figure 4.8: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized transmission
coefficient for the plane of incidence a = 22.5 °, and angles of incidence
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Figure 4.9: The "gangbuster whole-surface" parallel reflection coefficient for
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Figure 4.10: The "gangbuster whole-surface" parallel transmission coem-
cient for the plane of incidence ct = 45 ° (bisecting the elements), and angles
of incidence 17= 0° and r/= 45 °.
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Figure 4.11: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized reflection co-
efficient for the plane of incidence a = 45 ° (bisecting the elements), and
angles of incidence 7/= 0° and r/= 45 °.
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Figure 4.12: The "gangbuster whole-surface" cross polarized transmission
coefficient for the plane of incidence a = 45 ° (bisecting the elements), and
angles of incidence r/= 0 ° and 77= 45 °.
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and their separation be denoted by %" along the y-axis as shown. We now
examine the two extreme cases, namely when a: the incident field E_f is
oriented along the z-axis (the aligned case) and b: the incident E-field is
oriented along the diagonal between the x-and z-axis (the bisecting case).
In the aligned case shown in Figure 4.13a there will be no voltage in-
duced in the x-oriented element by the incident field E'. Thus, any current
on the x-oriented element will be entirely caused by only the array mu-
tual coupling Z _''. This means both the reflected RII± and transmitted TII±
signals come from the x-oriented element only, and their magnitudes must
therefore be equal. Now consider the case where the incident E-field is bi-
secting x and z-axis as shown in Figure 4.13b. This field can be decomposed
into the components E_ and E_. Let us choose the point P on the y-axis
midway between the two arrays as phase reference. In that event, the field
reradiated from the x-oriented element traveling in the negative y-direction
(reflected) will be _E_e -_°''. Similarly the signal from the z-oriented ele-
ment is iE',e +_'_" where for all practical purposes E_ --, E_" --, E _. Thus,
the total reflected field is:
E" = E" [f_e -_ls'_" + _e +_'']
e
= E" [($ + _) costs% + j(-$ + i)sin_srv]
/_" = E_llcos_s% + j/_± sin_/sr_ (4.1)
where/_ II is the field reflected parallel and/_± is reflected orthogonal to the
incident field E'(I" Similarly the field transmitted in the positive y-direction
will be given by:
_' = &E'(e+¢_g ", .e-¢_,) + iE_(e-J_ "" .e+J_g',)
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Figure 4.13: Two orthogonal arrays with the reference element for the front
array oriented along the z-axis and the rear reference element oriented in
the x-direction. The array separation is denoted by "s" along the y-axis.
a: The incident E-field is oriented in the z-direction (aligned case).
b: The incident E-field is oriented at 45 ° with respect to the z-axis (bisect-
ing case).
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= _E_ + £E. t =/_ll + 0./_±. (4.2)
Comparison between Equations (4.1) and (4.2) show that while a sizeable
cross polarization is present in the reflected signal, it is "phased out" in
the _ signal. The low level cross polarization that is observed
at higher angles of incidence and frequencies in the calculated transmission
curves is simply due to some mutual coupling between the orthogonal arrays
not accounted for in case "b". Inspection of Equation (4.1) clearly shows
the cross polarized reflection coefficient RII ± to be basically proportional
to the array separation "s" as long as _sr_ << 1. This parameter "s" will
therefore be explored in more detail in the next section.
4.1.2 Cross Polarization in "Whole-Surfaces" as a Func-
tion of Array Separation "s"
All of the results shown to this point have been for type-3 "gangbuster
whole-surfaces" with an array separation distance "s"= 5 mils. In this sec-
tion we show the effect that this separation "s" has on the cross polarization.
Figure 4.14 and 4.15 show the cross polarized reflection and transmission
coefficient curves for the r/= 45 ° angle of incidence (worst case), and for
array separations "s" = 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 mils. The plane of incidence
is a = 45 ° (again the worst case). The parallel reflection and transmission
coefficient curves for this case are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for "s" =
5.0 mils (these curves represent the other spacings quite well also).
We note from Figure 4.14 that the reflection cross polarization, RII±,
increases with the array separation as indicated in Equation (4.1). We note
further from Figure 4.15 that while the transmission cross polarization is
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Figure 4.14: The cross polarized reflection coef[icient as a function of fre-
quency for angle of incidence r/= 450 and the plane of incidence a = 45 °.
Parameter is the array separation "s".
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Figure 4.15: The cross polarized transmission coefficient as a function of
frequency for angle of incidence ,/= 45 ° and the plane of incidence a = 45 °.
Parameter is the array separation "s".
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substantually smaller than the reflection cross polarization, it is not zero
as Equation (4.2) predicts. This discrepency is due to mutual coupling be-
tween the two arrays which was not incorporated into our simple derivation.
Finally we note that as the frequency increases RII± _ TII± for all spacings
shown here. This is because the cross polarization above resonance (,,_ 26
GHz) is dominated by array mutual coupling.
4.1.3 Effect of Registration of the Two Orthogonal
"Half-Surfaces" on the Cross Polarization
In all of cases treated so far, the two orthogonal "half-surfaces" of our
"whole-surface" were positioned with respect to each other as shown in
Figure 4.16 (top). This particular registration is referred to as the "no
offset" case since the dipole centers of the orthogonal "half-surfaces" differ
only in the _-direction. In this section we will consider the effect of changing
the relative position of the two arrays in their own planes. The array
separation "s" = 5 mils is used for all cases.
We consider three different registrations. The first is the no offset case
as described above. The second is obtained by moving the top array .15L
(where L is the total length of the element) as shown in Figure 4.16 (middle).
This orientation is called offsetl. The final case is obtained by moving both
arrays .15L as shown in Figure 4.16 (bottom) and is called offsetl=offset2.
Figure 4.17 and 4.18 show the cross polarized reflection and transmission
coefficients for all three cases in the a = 45 ° plane of incidence, and at T/=
45 ° angle of incidence. From these figures we note that cross polarization
is relatively independent of the registration of the two orthogonal "half-
6O
NO OFFSET
OFFSETI=.15L
OFFSET1-OFFSET2=.15L
Figure 4.16: Various Registrations of the two orthogonal "half surfaces".
top: No Offset (reference)
middle: Offsetl=.lSL
bottom: Offsetl=Offset2=.lSL
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surfaces".
4.2 Cross Polarization of the "Gangbuster"
Dichroic Surface Design both with and
without a Matching Plate
We now present the results for the double array dichroic surface design
of Chapter 2 with the "gangbuster half-surfaces" replaced by "gangbuster
whole-surfaces". The "whole-surface" used in this design is the same surface
discussed thoroughly earlier in this chapter. Recall that Figures 4.9 and
4.10 show the parallel reflection and transmission coefficient for this "whole-
surface" in the a = 45 ° (i.e. the worst cross polarization case). When two of
these surfaces are separated a distance d = 1.95 cm apart to form the double
array surface we have the parallel reflection and transmission coefficient
curves shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 (a = 45 ° , r/ = 0 ° and r/ = 45°).
Finally, the addition of the dielectric matching plate produces the parallel
reflection and transmission coefficient curves shown in Figures 4.21 and
4.22. (again for a = 45 °, W = 0 ° and r/= 45°). The pertinent dimensions
of the various surfaces are given in the figure inserts.
Having seen the parallel reflection and transmission coefficients of this
design, we focus on its cross polarization properties. Recall that the cross
polarized reflection and transmission curve for this single "gangbuster whole-
surface" are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for the c_ = 45 ° case. We now
show in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 the reflection and transmission cross polariza-
tion coefficients for the double array design without the dielectric matching
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Figure 4.17: The cross polarized reflection coefficient as a function of fre-
quency for angle of incidence 17 = 45* and the plane of incidence t, = 45 °.
Parameter is the two "half-surface" positions with respect to each other as
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.18: The cross polarized transmission coefficient as a function of
frequency for angle of incidence _/= 45 ° and the plane of incidence a = 45 °.
Parameter is the two "half-surface" positions with respect to each other as
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.19: The reflection coefficient curves for the double array surface
in the plane of incidence c_ = 45 ° at angles of incidence r/= 0 ° and W = 45 °
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Figure 4.20: The transmission coefficient curves for the double array surface
in the plane of incidence a = 45 ° at angles of incidence 17= 0 ° and r/= 450
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Figure 4.21: The reflection coefficient curves for the double array surface
with a matching plate in the plane of incidence a = 45 ° at angles of inci-
dencer I=0 ° and r1=45 °
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Figure 4.22: The transmission coefficient curves for the double array sur-
face with a matching plate in the plane of incidence a = 45 ° at angles of
incidence ,7 = 0 ° and ,7 = 45 °
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plate. Finally we show in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 the reflection and trans-
mission cross polarization coemcients for the double array design with the
dielectric matching plate.
Comparing the reflection cross polarization curves of Figure 4.11, Fig-
ure 4.23 and Figure 4.25 we notice only minor differences in the curves in
the highly reflective regions (_ 12.5 to ,-_ 35.0). This is because the cross
polarization characteristics of front "whole-surface", which reflects most of
the incident energy, are dominant here. Below this reflective region (0.1
to _ 12.0). a sufficient amount of energy is transmitted through the front
surface thus allowing the rear surface and the matching plate to contribute
a reflection cross polarization component. The transmission cross polar-
ization curves of Figure 4.12, Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.26 vary due to the
different surface profiles, however, the level of this cross polarized compo-
nent remains quite low in all our regions of interest (below _ 30 GHz).
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Figure 4.23: The cross polarized reflection coemcient curves for the double
array surface in the plane of incidence c_ = 45 ° at angles of incidence T/= 0 °
and 7/= 45 °
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Figure 4.25: The cross polarized reflection coefficient curves for the double
array surface with a matching plate in the plane of incidence a = 45 ° at
angles of incidence r/= 0 ° and r/= 45 °
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Figure 4.26: The cross polarized and transmission coefficient curves for the
double array surface with a matching plate in the plane of incidence a = 450
at angles of incidence 7/= 0 ° and z/= 45 °
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
We have, in this report, developed a dichroic surface design that is reflective
in the Ka-band from 22.5-27.3 GHz, and the Ku-band from 13.7-15.1 GHz,
while transmitting in the S-band from 2.0-2.3 GHz, for arbitrary planes of
incidence and all angles of incidence out to 45 ° .
In Chapter 2 we formulated a design approach for the parallel polarized
component. Specifically, we first found a single surface that resonated high
enough to avoid the "modal interaction null" in the Ka-reflection band out
to 17 = 45 ° in the E-plane, yet had enough bandwidth to be reflective in
the Ku-reflection band. Next, we added a second array a distance "d"
behind the first to produce a flatter reflection coefficient and introduce a
transmission region at S-band. The thickness of "d" was carefully chosen
to avoid "surface interference nulls" in our Ku-band reflection region for
all required angles of incidence. Finally, we added a dielectric matching
plate to enhance the low frequency transmission coefficient. We observed
that the addition of the dielectric matching plate had little effect in the
reflection bands since "a short is a short".
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In Chapter 3 we considered how loss effected our dichroic surface de-
sign. We found that dielectric loss tangents on the order of .001 showed
no noticable deterioration of the design. We noted in this chapter that the
transmission coefficient was more efl'ected by dielectric loss than is the re-
flection coefficient. This is because the transmitted field must pass through
all of the lossy dielectrics, and these dielectrics are electrically very thick
at the higher frequencies. We further noted that the dielectric substrates
had a substantial effect on the reflection loss since the field around the el-
ements was highly concentrated. Finally, we showed that copper loss was
insignificant at our design frequencies.
In Chapter 4 we replaced the "gangbuster half-surfaces" in the dichroic
surface design with "gangbuster whole-surfaces". We noted that the cross
polarized component of the reflected signal in a "gangbuster whole-surface"
increased monotonically with frequency. Specifically, we found that the re-
flection cross polarization was less than -22.5 dB when the array separation
was "8" = 5 mils (for frequencies up to 30 GI'Iz and angles up to r/= 45°).
We demonstrated that the bisecting plane (i.e. a = 45 °) produced the
highest cross polarization levels since the mutual coupling was greatest
in this plane. We further showed that for fields incident in non-principal
planes (i.e. the field is not directed along the dements) the reflection cross
polarization was greater than the transmission cross polarization.
Also in Chapter 4, the effect of array separation "8" was investigated.
We found that as the separation was increased, the cross polarization levels
increased. Below resonance we saw, on average, a 6 dB increase in the cross
polarization level each time the separation distance was doubled. However,
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aboveresonancethe crosspolarization wasnearly equal for all these separa-
tions. This is because the cross polarization above resonance is dominated
by array mutual coupling.
We finally observed, in Chapter 4, the cross polarization of our double
array dichroic surface design with a matching plate. The cross polariza-
tion coefficients of this design did not differ much from that of the single
"gangbuster whole-surfaces". We saw that again the maximum reflection
cross polarization level in the frequency band from 0-30 GHz was -22.5 dB.
The transmission cross polarization level in this same band was never more
than -30 dB.
As a final note, we point out that it is possible to calculate the amount
of energy that is lossed as heat in a practical dichroic surface. This is done
in Appendix A. In the appendix we take our dichroic surface design and
calculate its efficiency for a relatively high dielectric loss tan=.01.
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Appendix A
Efficiency of Dichroic Surfaces
In this brief section we investigate the efficiency of a lossy dichroic surface
having the reflection properties shown in Figure A.1 for various dielectric
loss tangents at normal angle of incidence. We note that this is our dichroic
surface comprised of "gangbuster whole-surfaces'. The figure insert gives
all pertinent surface dimensions. It is obvious from this figure that a low
loss tangent has a high efficiency and consequently very little heat build up
in the surface.
For illustration purposes we calculated the efficiency of the dichroic
surface in Figure A.1 with a relatively poor dielectric loss tangent = .01.
Table A.1 shows the unit normalized scattered power (both reflected and
transmitted) when the surface is exposed to an unit normalized incident
field. In the first column we show the frequency. The second column
contains the total normalized scattered power for the lossless case, the
third contains the total normalized scattered power for the dielectric loss
tan = .01 case. (The variation of normalized total scattered power in the
lossless case from the ideal normalized value of 1.0 is due to roundoff error.)
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Table A.I: The calculated efficiency of the dichroic surface of Figure A.1
having a dielectric loss tan=.01 at various frequencies.
FREQUENCY
(GHz)
2.0
5.0
8.0
11.0
14.0
17.0
20.0
23.0
26.0
29.0
32.0
35.0
LOSSLESS
P1
1.003
0.993
1.002
0.998
1.005
1.003
1.004
1.004
1.005
1.006
1.008
1.008
LOSS TAN=.01
'/'2
0.957
0.910
0.987
0.866
0.982
0.980
0.981
0.981
0.982
0.984
0.985
0.943
EFFICIENCY
P2/el
0.954
0.916
0.985
0.867
0.977
0.977
0.977
0.977
0.977
0.978
0.977
0.936
We find the efficiency (the last column) by dividing the lossy case by the
lossless case.
From Table A.1 and Figure A.1 we observe a few things. In the reflective
region (~ 12 - 35 GHz) the loss is quite small and relatively constant. The
reason for this is that most of the incident power is reflected by the front
surface and therefore must pass through only the front dielectric substrate
(which is a tiny fraction of a wavelength for all frequencies considered here).
In the transmitting region (--- 2 - 11 GHz) the loss is greater and is more
dependent on the frequency. This is because more of the total input power
is transmitted through the entire lossy surface (which is several wavelengths
long even at these low frequencies).
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Figure A.I: The reflection coefficient curves for our dichroic surface at
normal angle of incidence with dielectric loss tan = O, .1, and .01.
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Table A.2: The power density converted into heat due to a dielectric loss
tan=.01 for various input power densities, and at various frequencies.
FREQUENCY (BAND)
(Gltz)
2.0 (s)
14.0 (Ku)
23.0 (Ka)
26.0 (Ka)
INPUT POWER
DENSITY
(aBw/,,,,)
40.0-48.0
41.0
45.5
45.5
EFFICIENCY
0.954
0.977
0.977
0.977
POWER DENSITY
INTO HEAT
(Wire')
460.-2902.
290.
816.
816.
From the results of Table A.I we may find the total power density
converted into heat for some practicalinput power densities.The results
of these calculationsare given in Table A.2 for frequenciesin our region of
interest (S-band, Ku-band and Ka-band).
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